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About This Game

Jane is coming back again! Having restored the chain of her family hotels, she decided to try her hand at real estate business.
Now you have a great chance to build your own city together with our successful business lady! Get ready, you will have very
much to do: construct houses and electric power stations, build up the city infrastructure, hire the best workers, use the latest
technical equipment and make all citizens happy! If you work good enough, all your dreams will come true in this challenging

time management game from Realore! Help Jane to build the best city in the neighborhood and enjoy hours of addictive
gameplay!

•Lots of challenging levels
•Combination of time management and sim-style features

•Changing weather conditions
•Variety of buildings and houses

•Acquire new skills in real estate business

Grab it while you can, and TELL YOUR FRIENDS!

Follow us on:
http://twitter.com/realoregames

http://www.facebook.com/RealoreGame
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Mua thôi ko đủ cấu hình :((. Very relaxing, very nice animated pictures, good backround music.

I enjoyed playing it.

Thanks for creating this game.. I have been very impressed by this game, it's really cool bowling game. Great style, music,
athmosphere, a lot of bowling alleys and best graphics I ever seen in VR games. Now I can play bowling at home with my
friends and family!

Please unlock Challenges mode and multiplayer!. Very Tron-like (which is good.) Engagning commercial for MSI mobo.. I can
see why people like this game, I personally don't
I was hoping more for something like Democracy 3 with lots of direct control of policy, and the ability to make very fine
adjustments, but science-oriented. It's more like a card game, which isn't bad but isn't really my cup of tea.
I'm just not recommending this to someone like me. I would say that it's a quality game, but not my personal perference..
Another nicely made puzzle game.
Good music
There are stats.
No Unity launcher whatsoever.
Can be a lil bit more colorful.
Solid 8/10. fun little thing. Actually better than I expected.. I really enjoy this game. Keep up the good work.
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Brilliant game. Definitely recommend this game after playing PUBG getting sniped. This game allows me to chill after a bad
pubg match. i love this game !!!. It's fun to play and has good crafting, but it's worth noting that as an early access game, it's
pretty dead. I try a lot of early access games, and I find that the more active the devs are, the higher quality the game is. The
forums are pretty dead, there's been no major updates, and I don't anticipate any coming in the near future. For being a low
priced game, it's fun, fairly easy, and again, the crafting is cool. But as soon as I got the hover ship, I realized how lacking the
game is outside of crafting. The world is small, it's pretty much an island, and outside of crafting there isn't much to do. So, 17
hours in, the game is complete in my eyes, and it's a shame, because the game has great potential but the devs are nowhere to be
seen. Compare this to a game like colony survival or kenshi, both being early access, but you get frequent updates and hear from
the devs and has a robust community. I'd steer clear of starsone until the developers decide to finish what they started.. A part of
me almost liked this game because it has a better design than GundeadliGne/Gundemonium, but Ironically, this game is
harder...at least at the first boss because I can never seem to survive him (I've never had to work so hard to damage a part of a
boss in a shmup and not even come halfway close to destroying it). I would play better with a joystick (I had to use the keybord
unfortunately), so I might like it better then, but this games look is not appearling to me, and I'm sick of hearing "ike, Ikkemas!"
everytime I die. Just get an MAME emulator and play ESP Ra.de and DoDonPachi.. sometimes i cover myself in marinara
sauce, lay in my bathtub in the fetal position, and pretend i am a meatball
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